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In the first I should say that I have got useful experiences in the geomorphology
conference of IAG. I found many good friends and got familiar with great active
academic staff. I take this opportunity to thank all those people who left me great
memories in the Paris and shared their invaluable experiences and knowledge with me.
With attendance in the IAG conference, I get familiar with famous geomorphologists
from around the world to develop my knowledge and was a starting point for new
research works.
Meet with Prof. Mauro Soldati, Prof. Francesco Gutierrez, Prof. Michael Crozier, and Prof.
Morgan De Dapper, also familiar with young geomorphologists and good friends from
other countries who were IAG-grant holders, caused that I found good friends. Also
meet with the great geomorphologists such Prof. Andrew Goudie and Prof. Mike Krikby
who collaborated with them previously was a chance for me and I am happy. Meet
again Dr. Andrey Panin, who I met him at the geoarchaeology conference in Russia last
year was happiness for me.
My oral presentation in the IAG conference about “non-linear equilibrium points in
geomorphology” was a new chapter in my academic life; it also has been caused new
works for my future research and familiar with Prof. Wainwright and cooperation with
other research projects and universities.
I take the opportunity to express my sincere thanks and gratitude to all who supported
me for participating IAG conference. My sincere gratitude is extended to Prof. Mauro
Soldati for accepting me to receive IAG grant who gave me this opportunity to get
precious experiences in the IAG conference.
In the last my short stay in Paris, dream city of the world, with its kind people, amazing
nature, good products (food and brands) and rich culture left me the greatest
memories I will never forget. In Paris, not only I enjoyed the awesome nature and its fine
monuments but also I found many good new friends in the IAG conference whom I
never forget throughout my academic life.
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